
Guidelines for Academic Field Trips – Fall 2021

Required and optional academic field trips and site visits during Fall 2021 can proceed provided some

precautions are followed.  Under Operational Mode 4, academic field trips cannot return to

pre-pandemic conditions, but with careful planning and modifications to some activities, these

important experiential learning opportunities can be included in fall courses.

1. Ask Questions – Where is the destination?  What is the vaccination rate at the destination? What are

the testing positivity rate and related statistics? What are the COVID requirements and protocols for

visitors?  Will meals be necessary?

2. Communicate – Make sure that students understand the purpose of the academic field trip or site

visit and the expectations for COVID requirements and protocols.  Remember that all required trips must

be clearly identified in the course syllabus at the beginning of the semester and discussed with students

during the first class session.

3. Masks – All participants must wear masks during academic field trips and site visits, during travel and

on-site during the visit.

4. Stay Local – If at all possible, restrict academic field trips to the greater Baltimore area (Baltimore City

and Baltimore County).  Locations outside of Baltimore introduce some risk – during travel as well as at

the destination.  Under Operational Mode 4, travel outside of the State of Maryland is only allowed

when approved by the responsible vice president – see Operational Mode 4 Travel Policy.

5. Day Trips – Academic field trips should be no more than 1 day in length for the fall.  Overnight trips

increase risk due to extended travel and lodging arrangements.

6. Transportation Mode – Public transport introduces some level of risk.  Short, local trips on public

transport are better than long, interstate trips. Mask use and hand sanitation while on public transport

are especially important.  Even better, use MICA shuttles or chartered buses instead of Amtrak/MARC or

subways/light rail.

7. Meals – During the trip, if meals are necessary, treat the MICA group as a safety group and eat with

each other in a distanced space as much as possible, even better eat outdoors as a group.  There is some

level of protection by eating as a group and not mixing with others.

8. Review Academic Field Trip and Site Visit Policy – The Undergraduate and Graduate policies contain

provisions that are imperative to follow for the fall. Using the Travel Itinerary and Class Roster forms will

help in the event anyone develops symptoms or contact tracing is necessary.  Special versions of the

Agreements of Responsible Travel are available that incorporate these guidelines and MICA’s Fall 2021

Social Agreement.

Questions?  Please contact your Vice-Provost’s Office.

https://www.mica.edu/mica-dna/policies/institutional-policies/operational-mode-4-polices/operational-mode-4-travel-policy/
https://www.mica.edu/mica-dna/policies/institutional-policies/operational-mode-4-polices/operational-mode-4--general-social-agreement/
https://www.mica.edu/mica-dna/policies/institutional-policies/operational-mode-4-polices/operational-mode-4--general-social-agreement/

